Farms are fun places to find animals. Cows, chickens, turkeys, pigs, and sheep are animals found on farms. They work for the farmer and give us meat, eggs, milk, and wool.

Farm animals are not pets. They can hurt you. Farm animals can kick you, bite you, or knock you down. Baby animals can hurt you, too. They are cute, but you should never try to pet them without an adult to help you. Getting too close to baby animals scares them. Mothers get angry when you scare their babies. They may snort, paw the ground, and put their ears back. If you see the mother showing any of these signs, get away fast.

To stay safe, never go around farm animals alone. Always go with an adult.
Draw a line to each animal’s home.
Then draw a line to a place where the children can play safely.

It is your responsibility, as a parent, to supervise your children when they are around livestock. Children should be taught that farm animals are very unpredictable and can cause serious injuries. Teach your children to never enter an animal’s pen or fenced area without adult supervision. Your children must learn to distinguish between pets and livestock. To emphasize appropriate safe behavior, avoid treating farm animals as pets.
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